Protecto Flex is a 40-mil thick peel and stick flashing tape. The flexible cross-laminated top surface will expand and conform to irregular or curved surfaces while the aggressive adhesive forms a permanent bond between the window fin and the building substrate. Protecto Flex gives you a total air and water seal without having to cut and patch in the membrane to conform to irregular or curved window and door openings. Suitable for sealing window and door perimeters to the building substrate and other areas where a water or air seal is needed. Expands and conforms to radius or curved window fins. Aggressive polymer modified asphalt adhesive forms a permanent bond between the window fins and the building substrate. Easy to install peel and stick application. Seals around nails and staples. Protecto Flex may be left exposed up to 120 days. Does not require mechanical fasteners.

10 Year Limited Warranty
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
PLEASE NOTE: Surfaces should be clean, dry and free of dirt and other foreign materials. Do not use any solvent-based sealant on or around Protecto Flex Tape. Do not use in direct contact with flexible (plasticized) PVC. Protecto Flex Tape is recommended for the curved and radius portion of windows and doors.

When applying Protecto Flex to masonry, concrete, black sheathing board and OSB products or Dens-Glass Gold®, the surface should be tested for adhesion. If adequate adhesion is not obtained, the surfaces must be primed with a Protecto Wrap primer. See Protecto Wrap Technical Letter for primer recommendations.

Apply the horizontal (head of window/door) piece of Protecto Flex on the top of the window fin directly to building’s exterior substrate. Roll tape surfaces to ensure proper adhesion.

* Dens-Glass is a registered trademark of Georgia-Pacific Corporation.

PRECAUTIONS:
See technical data sheet.

NOTE: For the most current information, refer to the Protecto Wrap website at www.protectowrap.com.

AVAILABLE SIZES
6", 8" and 9" x 50'

RELATED PRODUCTS

BT25XL™ WINDOW & DOOR FLASHING TAPE
A tough-faced superior self-adhering, air/vapor barrier and waterproofing membrane for vertical and horizontal above grade substrates with rubberized asphalt adhesive. BT25XL seals window perimeters to building substrates to create an impenetrable barrier.

PROTECTO SILL PAN FLASH™
A custom designed one piece sill flashing tape that conforms to the rough sill to create a continuous sill pan. Completely seals sill corners to prevent water damage. Available in rubberized asphalt and butyl.

PROTECTO TAK SPRAY ADHESIVE
A high performance mist adhesive used for permanent bonds.

PROTECTO SEALANT 25XL
Protecto Sealant 25XL is a high performance, one component, polyurethane sealant. It is a durable weatherproof sealant that offers excellent performance for back bedding nail flanges for window and door installation and sealing door thresholds.

PROTECTO SUPER STICK BUILDING TAPE®
A high performance window and door flashing tape designed to be applied down to -20°F (-28.88°C) without the use of primer or mechanical fasteners on most substrates. Provides a full 12 month UV exposure and contains no rubberized asphalt.

FLEX-200 (6-20)